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GO IN THE DRAW TO WIN ONE OF THESE DEVICES

when you purchase an iPad, Chromebook or Windows device
EARN 1 VIRTUNET EDUCATION TOKEN
with each device purchase!
5 LUCKY SCHOOLS stand a chance to
Win a device of their Choice*
WE'LL BEAT ANY PRICE! CALL US ON 1300 860 816 FOR PRICING
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• Lidcombe Public School

• Bethany Lutheran Primary School
• Parkwood Green Primary School

TESTIMONIALS
Reach out to us to experience for yourself why over 3000 schools in Australia has chosen Virtunet as their technology
partner & IT hardware supplier. Below is one of the hundreds of positive testimonials we’ve received from our valued
education clients:

“Virtunet were able to provide all
hardware, software and licensing
requirements to replace what the MSP
provided. Virtunets customer service
and response is impressive and they
have been extremely flexible working
with our schools requirements.
We at Alesco Illawarra see Virtunet
as a valuable resource and run with
them for their wide range of products,
knowledge and contacts”

“With so many projects on the go,
it’s great to know we can have a
single point of contact for the largest
of infrastructure orders, down to
the smallest obscure parts. Virtunet
has always been dedicated to fast
response,
to-the-point
pricing,
exceptional post-sales support and
product recommendations. They take
the time to listen and understand
our needs, and find the solution that
best fits our objectives and budgets.
Virtunet continues to impress us, and
outperform their competitors daily.
I have no hesitation in recommending
Virtumet to be your single point of
contact too”

“Dealing with Virtunet for the last
few years, the experience with their
representatives has always proven to
be fast, reliable and helpful.
The pricing is competitive and the
time between getting the initial quote
to getting the ordered delivered has
always been fast, easy and pleasant.
Everyone from Virtunet I have dealt
with has always been pleasant and
easy to work with, and they are my
number one supplier for equipment”

TOP Devices for Students

TOP Devices for Teachers

Devices for Student
OUR BEST SELLER

Devices for Teachers
OUR BEST SELLER

iPad (8th GEN) 10.2" WI-FI 32GB

HP Chromebook 11 Ee G8

HP Chromebook x360 11 G3 EE

HP Probook 11 EE x360

ASUS Chromebook 11.6"
C204MA

Microsoft Surface Pro7

Mac Book Air

iPad Air (4th GEN) 10.9"

CALL US ON 1300 860 816 FOR PRICING/MORE INFO

CALL US ON 1300 860 816 FOR PRICING/MORE INFO
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iPad in Education

NOW
W
A12 B ITH TH
E
IONIC
CHIP

New 10.2"

The power and flexibility of iPad gives students the freedom to explore and express
new ideas whenever and wherever inspiration strikes. Mac has the power to bring
their biggest ideas to life. And built-in apps and intuitive software create an incredibly
personal learning experience for each student — one that can be as unique as they are.

Technology designed to be as limitless
as a child’s imagination.

8TH GEN
AVAILABLE IN
32 / 128 GB

WiFi / Cellular models

Space Grey / Silver / Gold
ASK US FOR
BULK PRICING
& TRADE-IN
PROGRAM

The perfect computer for learning
looks nothing like a computer.
iPad is designed for complete freedom of expression and freedom of movement. With
amazing apps and advanced built‑in technologies, iPad can be anything students want
to be, and it has the power to create anything students dream up. Yet it’s so intuitive,
they can immediately take an idea and run with it.

The new iPad combines tremendous capability with unmatched ease of use and
versatility. With the powerful A12 Bionic chip, support for Apple Pencil and the Smart
Keyboard, and the amazing new things you can do with iPadOS 14, now there’s even
more to love about iPad.
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11"
GEN

Pro

BULK PRICING
& TRADEUP
PROGRAM
AVAILABLE

12.9"
4 GEN

With the A12Z Bionic chip,
iPad Pro is so fast it outpaces
most PC laptops available
today. It makes everything
you do fast and fluid, from
your everyday tasks to
graphics-intensive workflows.
And the 8-core graphics
processor means even more
performance and realism for
the apps and games where it
matters most.

TH

AVAILABLE IN

128GB / 256GB / 512GB / 1TB
WiFi / Cellular models
Space Grey / Silver

New

Air

10.9"

4TH GEN

40% FASTER CPU
PERFORMANCE
BULK PRICING
& TRADEUP
PROGRAM
AVAILABLE

30% FASTER
GRAPHICS

AVAILABLE IN

64GB / 256GB

WiFi / Cellular models

Space Grey / Silver / Rose Gold / Sky Blue / Green

ALL-DAY BATTERY LIFE

It has the power of a computer.
And the portability of iPad.

Powerful. Colorful.
Wonderful.

With iPad, you get what you need from a computer,
along with many incredible things you’d never expect from one.

iPad Air does more than a computer in simpler, more magical ways.
And now with more features and capabilities, it’s more versatile than ever.

• Faster than most PC Laptops		
• 12MP + 10MP ProCameras		

• Liquid retina display with 120 Hz ProMotion
• LiDAR Scanner for measuring distance
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• A14 Bionic					• Support 2nd Gen Pencil
• 30% Faster Graphics
• 40% Faster CPU Performance		
• 10 x Faster Machine Learning
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"NEW" Apple Mac Mini

New guts. More glory.

Mini
NOW SUPPORT APPLE PENCIL
BULK PRICING
& TRADEUP
PROGRAM
AVAILABLE

7.9"

5TH GEN

The Apple M1 chip takes our most versatile, do-it-all desktop into another dimension. With up to 3x
faster CPU performance. Up to 6x faster graphics. And our most advanced Neural Engine for up to
15x faster machine learning. Get ready to work, play, and create on Mac mini with speed and power
beyond anything you ever imagined.

iPad mini features a thin, light and
portable design that makes it the perfect
on-the-go companion. At less than 350
grams and just 6.1 millimetres thin, it’s
easy to carry with you in one hand or
take out of a pocket or bag whenever
inspiration strikes.

iMac

AVAILABLE IN

64GB / 256GB

WiFi / Cellular models

21.5"

Space Grey / Silver / Gold

Mini just got mightier.
iPad mini is beloved for its size and capability. And now there are even more
reasons to love it. The A12 Bionic chip with Neural Engine. A 7.9‑inch Retina
display with True Tone. And Apple Pencil, so you can capture your biggest ideas
wherever they come to you. It’s still iPad mini. There’s just more of it than ever.
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27"

The all-in-one for all.
It’s beautifully designed, incredibly intuitive, and packed with powerful tools that let you
take any idea to the next level. And the new 27-inch model elevates the experience
in every way, with faster processors and graphics, expanded memory and storage,
enhanced audio and video capabilities, and an even more stunning Retina 5K display.
It’s the desktop that does it all — better and faster than ever.
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"NEW" Apple MacBook Pro

"NEW" Apple MacBook Air

Power. It’s in the Air.

All systems Pro.
13.3"

13.3"

8-core

8-core

up to

up to

Retina display

Retina display

Apple M1 Chip

16GB

unified memory

Our thinnest, lightest notebook, completely transformed by the Apple M1 chip. CPU
speeds up to 3.5× faster. GPU speeds up to 5× faster. Our most advanced Neural
Engine for up to 9× faster machine learning. The longest battery life ever in a MacBook
Air. And a silent, fanless design. This much power has never been this ready to go.

up to

2TB
storage

Apple M1 Chip

It’s here. Our first chip designed specifically for Mac. Packed with an astonishing
16 billion transistors, the Apple M1 system on a chip (SoC) integrates the CPU,
GPU, Neural Engine, I/O, and so much more onto a single tiny chip. With incredible
performance, custom technologies, and industry-leading power efficiency,1 M1 is
not just a next step for Mac — it’s another level entirely.

2TB
storage

13.3"

13.3"
Retina display

Retina display

up to

up to

up to

4-core

8-core

up to

up to

Retina display

4-core

Intel Core i7 processor

16GB
memory
up to

2TB
storage

16"

Intel Core i7 processor Intel Core i9 processor

up to
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up to

Power to make big things happen.

Big on performance. Light in the backpack.

The incredibly thin and light MacBook Air is now more powerful than ever. It features a
brilliant Retina display, new Magic Keyboard, Touch ID, processors with up to twice the
performance, faster graphics, and double the storage capacity. And with all-day battery
life, our most popular Mac is your perfectly portable, do-it-all notebook.

16GB

unified memory

Designed for those who defy limits and change the world, the new
MacBook Pro is by far the most powerful notebook we’ve ever made.
With an immersive 16-inch Retina display, superfast processors, nextgeneration graphics, the largest battery capacity ever in a MacBook
Pro, a new Magic Keyboard, and massive storage, it’s the ultimate
pro notebook for the ultimate user.
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16GB

64GB

unified memory

unified memory

up to

up to

2TB

8TB

storage

storage

Apple Accessories

TILT & PREASURE
SENSITIVITY

Apple Accessories

Apple Pencil (1st generation)

Smart Keyboard Folio

IPAD 8th GEN / IPAD 7th GEN (EOL) / MINI 5

IPAD AIR (4th GEN) AND IPAD PRO 11" (2nd GEN)
12.9" IPAD PRO (4TH GEN)

SMOOTH FINISH

PAIRING & CHARGING
VIA LIGHTNING

Smart Keyboard
IPAD (7th GEN) AND IPAD AIR (3rd GEN)

Apple Pencil (2nd generation)
IPAD PRO 11"/ 4th GEN 12.9" / AIR 4th GEN

Magic Keyboard Folio
11" IPAD PRO (2nd GEN) / IPAD AIR (4th GEN)
12.9" IPAD PRO (4th GEN)
TILT & PREASURE
SENSITIVITY

DOUBLE-TAP TO
CHANGE TOOLS

ATTACHES MAGNETICALLY

MATT FINISH

AppleCare+

Apple TV

Because Apple makes the hardware, the

When you connect Apple TV to your HDTV or projector,

operating system and many applications,

you introduce a new way of working together with your

Apple products are truly integrated systems.

students. Take them through a lesson while freely moving

And only AppleCare products give you one-

about the classroom to provide individual support. Or

stop service and support from Apple experts,

encourage a student to share their work, which they can

so most issues can be resolved in a single call.

do instantly from their own iPad or Mac.

SERVICE AND SUPPORT FROM THE PEOPLE WHO KNOW YOUR APPLE PRODUCTS BEST.
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AVAILABLE IN : APPLE TV 4K / APPLE TV HD
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Apple DEP Reseller #

9A0BDB0

Apple Deployment Program.
Helps businesses and education institutions easily
deploy and configure iOS and OS Devices

Education Finance.
Apple Financing
Apple’s education finance
program gives your school
several finance options.
Flexible terms make it easy
to upgrade and finance
multiple Apple products at
the same time.

The 3 programs included provide a fast & streamlined way
to deploy organisation-owned Apple devices

Maximum flexibility to meet your needs
• Select the payment schedule that fits your budget cycle: annual,
semi-annual, quarterly or monthly.

• Finance the equipment you need with no down payment.
• Get payment and trade-in options tailored to your needs.
• Include software, upgrades, support and training in your finance

MDM

Mobile Device
Management

DEP

Device Enrolment
Program

VPP

Volume Purchasing
Program

Free Enrolment for any iPad purchased through Virtunet*

payment.

How to Apply
• For more information call 1300 860 816.
Apple's educational finance program solutions give your school more spending power and greater flexibility
than buying outright with cash.

*

Only iPads supplied by Virtunet can be enrolled by us, please provide the school’s DEP ID on the purchase
order or email confirmation
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iPad and teacher app management with Jamf School
Jamf School is accessible management for IT, teachers and parents.
Jamf School management also also helps foster education
with the Jamf School Teacher, Jamf School Student and Jamf Parent apps.

Jamf Pro is the undisputed market leader for
schools. It’s known for its scale, robust Mac
management capabilities and customization,
and thriving Jamf Nation, the world’s largest
Apple IT administrator community.

Jamf School is purpose-built for education.
It is known for its simplicity, speed to set-up,
teacher-specific workflows as well as a set of
teacher and parent apps.

Jamf School Teacher

Jamf School Student

Jamf Parent

Gives teachers the tools to
manage their class and keep
students focused - regardless
of where they are learning.
This includes restricting
websites, apps and the
camera, plus locking all
student devices at once.

Gives students restricted
permissions over their own
device, allowing them to
focus on their education
and eliminate distractions.

Gives parents the ability
to limit apps and device
functionality on their
student’s device; again,
eliminating potential
distractions from learning.
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Apple Professional Learning Specialists
The Virtunet short workshops will help your teachers build new skills with Apple products and
integrate them into learning to create innovative instruction across all year levels and subject areas.
Some examples include our “Everyone can Create” workshop which explores how to integrate
creativity through drawing, music, photography and video into lessons, and our “Everyone
can Code” workshop which introduces coding concepts and fundamental coding skills into the
classroom.
We can also tailor long term strategic engagements to coach, mentor and support teachers and
school leaders in advancing their teaching and learning programs with an emphasis on innovation, to
engage students in deeper learning. Virtunet provide a comprehensive set of Personal Development
courses thought by actual teachers who are experienced, trained and certified by Apple – iPad
learning, AR, Learning with Mac and much more!

•
•
•
•
•
•

Visionary conversations
Consultative relationships
Flexible curriculum integration practices
Hands-on and immersive learning experiences
Research-based instructional technology strategies
Personal experience with innovative teaching and learning
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Virtunet Services

Virtunet iPad Cases

Our Best Seller
APPLE IPAD CASES

Virtunet Asset Tagging Services
Schools have substantial investments in stores,
equipment, furniture, books and other learning
materials. Although most items are covered by
insurance administered within the Department,
proper asset management procedures must be
followed on purchases, custody, loss or disposal
of these items to ensure accurate and up-to-date
information is maintained.

"NEW" Virtunet Rugged Cases

Virtunet Rugged Cases

Virtunet Folio
Cases

Virtunet Rugged Folio
2in1 Cases

This policy is aimed to guide schools in accounting
for assets in accordance with relevant accounting
standards and legislation.
By keeping appropriate records and identifying
valuable items of school equipment and
furniture, losses can be minimised and the value
of the assets can be used to deliver educational
services for the school. Call the Virtunet Services
team to assist and simplify asset tagging for you
and your school.
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CALL US ON 1300 860 816 FOR PRICING/COLOUR OPTIONS
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STM Cases

ZAGG Cases

STM Dux Plus Duo

STM Rugged Carrying Solution

Rugged Messenger
WIRELESS KEYBOARD & DURABLE, DETACHABLE CASE

The Rugged Messenger wireless keyboard and case
provides peace-of-mind protection while increasing your
productivity. The Rugged Messenger case provides 6.6
feet of drop protection and the wireless keyboard features
backlit, laptop-style keys, wireless, multi-device pairing and
long-lasting battery life.

STM Studio

STM Vertical Super Cargo

Rugged Messenger
NON-BACKLIT TABLET KEYBOARD CASE

• A natural typing experience feels just like you're using a
traditional laptop keyboard.
• Its intuitive designmakes the Messenger Folio easy
to snap into place to enhance your tablet and keep it
protected when not in use.
• The full-width kickstandprovides stability and an ideal
viewing angle that's perfect for typing or watching your
favorite show.
• A stylish fabric coverstands out whether you're in the
boardroom or the classroom

STM Dux Keyboard Case

STM Glass Screen Protector

Slim Book Go
ULTRA-SLIM KEYBOARD & DETACHABLE CASE

The ultra-slim Slim Book Go detachable keyboard and case
maximizes your iPad with laptop-style keys, a holder for your
Apple Pencil, and multi-pairing capabilities.
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Help educators discover the features that make Chromebooks
easy to use, secure by design and support anywhere learning
A range of secure, simple yet powerful devices that update automatically, are easy for schools to set up
and manage, with multiple form factors including a tablet, accessibility features and the best of Google
built in.

Tools for collaboration, communication, and
creativity
Eoogle for Education gives teachers the freedom to spend more time
personalizing the learning experience, and less time managing it. Students
can learn 21st-century problem-solving and the skills they’ll use in their future
careers, with accessibility features that help every student do their best work.

Easy to use
• Engage students and empower teachers and guardians
with devices that are simple to deploy, manage and use.
• Chromebooks are easy for schools to set up and manage
and easy to use, engaging students and empowering
teachers straight from the box – without the need for
extra courses or training.
• Never worry about installing new software because automatic background updates install the latest and
greatest security patches and features every 6 weeks without any downtime.

Easy IT administration for organizations of all
sizes
Google for Education products are easy to deploy, use, and manage. With
a few clicks, IT administrators can set up new devices and manage policies
across an entire school or district. Automated, cloud-based management
streamlines processes and ensures all users stay up to date.

Secure by design

Support anywhere learning

Budget-friendly, with security built in

• Protect your school and student data from
evolving online threats.
• Built with advanced security at the core.
• Continuous detection and prevention

•
•
•
•

G Suite and Classroom are free for schools, and shareable Chromebooks
extend the benefits of technology easily and affordably to more students—
with 24/7 support and multiple layers of security to keep students and data
safe.
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Boots up in under 8 seconds.
Over 8 hours of battery life.
Work online or offline.
Create and collaborate
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CHROMEBOOK

CHROMEBOOK

HP CHROMEBOOK FOR EDUCATION
THE HP CHROMEBOOK BUILT FOR
ADVANCED TEACHING AND LEARNING
Improve learning outcomes, save teacher's time, and engage

WHY ACER FOR CHROMEBOOKS?
CALL US
FOR
PRICING

CALL US
FOR
PRICING

• Highly robust design that endured rigorous testing
to meet the demanding MIL-STD 810 F&G Standard

students with the durablility. It’s driven by the latest Intel processors

• Seamless sharing content experience through
Google Drive

(N4020/N4120), can withstand drops/minor spills, and has

• Integrated security features

enhanced connectivity and a long batter life that recharges fast.

• Boot up in under 7 seconds and performance never slows

HP Chromebook 11" G8 EE

HP Chromebook 11A EE G8

• Intel Celeron N4020
• 4GB RAM
• 32GB eMMC

HP Chromebook x360 11" G3 Touch

• Intel Celeron N4020
• 4GB RAM
• 32GB eMMC

Acer Chromebook Spin 511

Acer Chromebook Spin 13

• AMD A4-9120C APU
with Radeon™ R4 Graphics
• 4GB RAM
• 16GB eMMC

• Intel Celeron N4100 Processor
• 4GB RAM
• 32GB eMMC

• Intel Core i3-8130U Processor
• 4GB RAM / 32GB eMMC
• 13.5" display IPS QHD (2256 x 1504)

HP Chromebook 14" G6

Acer Chromebook 11 C732

Acer Chromebook Spin 511

• Intel Celeron N4350
• 4GB RAM
• 16GB eMMC

• Intel Celeron N4020
• 4 GB, LPDDR4 / 32 GB Flash Memory
• 11.6" HD (1366 x 768) 16:9 IPS Touchscreen

• Intel Celeron N4020
• 4GB RAM
• 32GB eMMC

CALL US ON 1300 860 816 FOR EDUCATION PRICING
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CALL US ON 1300 860 816 FOR EDUCATION PRICING
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CHROMEBOOK

CHROMEBOOK

STUDENT CHROMEBOOKS
CALL US
FOR
PRICING

CALL US
FOR
PRICING

CHROMEBOOKS FOR THE CLASSROOM AND BEYOND
Trusted by teachers and students across the world, Chromebooks
are fast, easy to use, secure, and affordable. Access to the
extensive library of apps in the Chrome Web Store and Google Play
gives learners tools for schoolwork, collaboration, and exploration.

Lenovo 500e Chromebook 11.6"

Lenovo 300e Chromebook

ASUS Chromebook 11.6" C204MA
• Intel Celeron Dual-Core N4020 Processor
• 4 GB LPDDR4 2400MHz SDRAM
• Up to 32 GB eMMC

• Intel Celeron N4020 Processor
• 4GB RAM
• 32GB eMMC

• Intel Celeron N4100 Quad-Core processor
• 11.6" HD (1366 x 768)
• 4 GB LPDDR4 memory

Lenovo 100e Chromebook

Lenovo 14e Chromebook

ASUS Chromebook Flip 11.6" C214MA
• Intel Celeron Dual-Core N4000/N4100 Processor
• Up to 8 GB Onboard memory
• Up to 64 GB eMMC

ASUS Chromebook Flip 14" C433TA

• 7th Gen AMD A4 - 9120C dual-core processor
• 14" FHD (1920 x 1080)
• 4 GB DDR4 memory

• Intel Celeron N3350 Processor
• 4GB RAM
• 32GB eMMC

CALL US ON 1300 860 816 FOR EDUCATION PRICING
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• Intel Core i5 8200Y Processor
• Up to 8 GB LPDDR3 1866MHz SDRAM
• Up to 64 GB eMMC

CALL US ON 1300 860 816 FOR EDUCATION PRICING
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VIRTUNET HELPS YOU TO TURN YOUR OLD DEVICES
INTO NEW AND FAST CHROMEBOOK
Built from the same technology foundation as Chromebooks and Chrome OS, CloudReady
is the only way to give new life to your existing PCs and Macs (up to 13 years old) while
reaping all the management benefits of the Google Admin console.
Thousands of schools and districts around the world have already modernized their
existing computers by installing CloudReady to convert them to Chrome devices.

TRANSFORM ANY
TECHNOLOGY

REDUCE IT
TIME AND EFFORT

SIMPLIFY DEVICE
MANAGEMENT

CloudReady's fast,
lightweight OS means
computers with faster boot
times, increased browsing
speed and greater reliability,
with minimal disruption.

CloudReady is built from
the same technology and
security foundation as
Chromebooks, bringing an
end to device re-imaging,
time spent updating
and worry about security
vulnerabilities.

Pairing CloudReady
devices with Chrome
Education licenses enables
full administrator control
and easy, secure device
management via Google's
cloud-based Admin console.
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As illness and other factors prevent students from attending school in-person,
how might educators leverage powerful tools to extend learning to home
environments? Using Google Meet, school and district leaders can enable
premium features and educators can use Google Meet for virtual learning.

GOOGLE MEET - FEATURES:

•
•
•
•
•

Start a video meeting and add participants
Share screen and facilitating instruction virtually
Assessing students remotely
Better virtual classroom management and record the session
Prepare students for remote learning
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Surface Go 2

SMALLEST, LIGHTEST SURFACE WITH 10.5" TOUCHSCREEN
GO BEYOND THE ORDINARY

CALL US
FOR
PRICING

New Surface Go 2 is perfectly portable, with a
bigger 10.5” touchscreen, better resolution,
and long battery life designed to keep up
with you and your family. Use it like a laptop
or tablet for everyday tasks.

Memory

Processor

Storage

4GB or 8GB RAM

8th Gen Intel Core m3 Processor and
Intel Pentium Gold Processor 4425Y

eMMC drive: 64GB, or Solid-state
drive (SSD): 128GB or 256GB

Windows 10: Built for Education
Unlock the power of learning

Surface Pro 7
Affordable Windows 10 student devices are built for education, so they can withstand the
rough and tumble of everyday student use. Combined with Office 365 ProPlus and a modern
device, Windows 10 delivers personalized learning, saving teachers time and putting students
at the center of their own education.
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12.3" TOUCHSCREEN WITH TABLE-TO-LAPTOP VERSATILITY

ULTRA-LIGHT AND VERSATILE

CALL US
FOR
PRICING

The 12.3" touchscreen 2-in-1 laptop that’s
ultra-light and versatile — Surface Pro 7 is
your endlessly adaptable partner now with
faster processing and more connections —
plus all-day battery life.
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Surface Laptop 3

SLIM AND STYLISH, 13.5" OR NEW 15" TOUCHSCREEN
MORE POWER TO DO WHAT YOU WANT
CALL US
FOR
PRICING

Whether you’re creating, catching up or
chilling out, Surface Laptop 3 gives you
more power, industry-leading processors,
greater multitasking performance and
Instant On.

Memory

Surface Laptop 3 13.5”
8GB or 16GB LPDDR4x RAM

Surface Laptop 3 15”
8GB or 16GB DDR4 RAM

Processor

Storage

Surface Laptop 3 13.5”
Quad-core 10th Gen Intel® Core™
i5-1035G7 Processor
Quad-core 10th Gen Intel® Core™
i7-1065G7 Processor

Removable SSD options:
128GB, 256GB, 512GB or 1TB

Surface Laptop 3 15”
AMD Ryzen™ 5 3580U Mobile
Processor with Radeon™ Vega 9
Graphics Microsoft Surface® Edition
AMD Ryzen™ 7 3780U Mobile
Processor with Radeon™ RX Vega 11
Graphics Microsoft Surface® Edition

"ALL NEW" HP ProBook Education Edition
FOUR MODES. BUILT TO LAST. DESIGNED FOR LEARNING.
Improve learning outcomes, save teacher time, and engage students like never before with the
powerful, durable, flexible HP ProBook x360 11 Education Edition notebook. It converts easily from
a notebook to a tablet to a stand to a tent and moves seamlessly between the classroom and home.

BUILT TOUGH TO SURVIVE THE SCHOOL DAY
Afraid that a notebook might not survive your students? The HP ProBook x360 11 Education Edition is
built with active students in mind, don’t worry about minor spills on the keyboard or accidental drops
or jostles. The keyboard is also designed to resist any student trying to pull the keys out.

Surface Book 3
POWERHOUSE PERFORMANCE WITH 13.5” OR 15” TOUCHSCREEN

ALL-DAY BATTERY LIFE,
INCREDIBLE GRAPHICS

CALL US
FOR
PRICING

CALL US
FOR
PRICING

Take a closer look at how Surface Book 3
is the ultimate laptop for running Microsoft
365 apps and demanding graphics
software, and writing and navigating with
Surface Pen and touch.
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HP ProBook x360 11 G4 EE

HP Aero G7 13.3" FHD

• Powered by Intel Processor
• HD Touch Display
• Windows 10 Pro Academic

• Ryzen 3 Pro 4300U
• AMD Radeon™ Integrated Graphics
• Windows 10 HOME
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ThinkPad L range all feature the versatility,
power and mobility to take on and reduce
the everyday hassles of a busy student’s life.
Available in 13.3” to 15.6” screen sizes, and
boasting up to 12 hours’ battery life – and
RapidCharge that gives you up to 80% power
in around an hour – they’re ready to work
wherever and whenever you need to study.

CALL US
FOR
PRICING

ThinkPad Empowering Education

ASUS For Education

ThinkPad T14 AMD Gen 1

ASUS ZenBook Flip 13 UX363JA

•
•
•
•

• Intel® Core™ i7-1065G7 processor
• 8 GB / 16 GB 3733 MHz LPDDR4x
• 1 TB PCIe® NVMe™ 3.0 x4 M.2 SSD

AMD Ryzen 5 PRO 4650U
Windows 10 Pro 64, 16.0GB, 1x256GB SSD
3Cell Li-Pol 50Wh
Windows 10 Pro 64

ThinkPad E14

ASUS VivoBook Flip 14 TP412UA

• 10th Gen Intel Core i5-10210U
• Up to 8GB DIMM DDR & 512GB PCIe SSD
• 14" FHD (1920x1080) IPS 250nits Anti-glare

• Intel® Core™ i7 8550U Processor
• 8 GB Onboard memory, 1 x SO-DIMM socket
• Up to 512GB SATA 3.0 SSD

ThinkPad X13

ASUS ExpertBook P2451FA

• 10th Generation Intel Core i7 Processor
• Up to 32GB DDR4 (2400MHz) & 1TB PCIe SSD
• Up to 17 hours Battery Life

• Intel® Core™ i7 10510U Processor
• DDR4 2666MHz SDRAM, up to 16 GB
• 500GB 5400 rpm SATA HDD
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Helping educators stay a step
ahead of the bad guys
KnowBe4 Security Awareness Training
Old-school security awareness training doesn’t hack it anymore. Today, your teachers, administrators
and even students are frequently exposed to sophisticated phishing and ransomware attacks.
Baseline Testing
We provide baseline testing to assess the Phish-Prone™
percentage of your users through a free simulated
phishing attack.

See the Results
Enterprise-strength reporting, showing stats and graphs
for both training and phishing, ready for management.
Show the great ROI!

My staff is excellent at teaching, but
aren’t as experienced with technology,
and they don’t have time in their busy
days to gain a better understanding of
technology and information security.
The KnowBe4 Security Awareness
Training model was a way to get
their attention and their interest.
‘You just got had with a phishing
email’ stands out and would grab
anyone’s attention!

SH

E

HI
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L

Phish Your Users
Best-in-class, fully automated simulated phishing
attacks, thousands of templates with unlimited usage,
and community phishing templates.

ANA

Train Your Users
The world’s largest library of security awareness training
content; including interactive modules, videos, games,
posters and newsletters. Automated training campaigns
with scheduled reminder emails.

TRAIN

P

Protect Your School,
Request a Demo Today!
PLUS, ask about our special
pricing for education!

– Director of Technology, Large K12 District
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•
•
•
•

Chat						•
Calling					•
Assignments				•
Notebooks					•

Meeting
Collaboration
Gradebook
Third-Party Learning Apps

Microsoft Teams is a digital hub that brings conversations, meetings, files, and
apps together in one place. Because Teams is built on Office 365, schools benefit
from integration with their familiar Office apps and services. It delivers enterprisegrade security and compliance that is extensible and customizable to fit the needs
of every school.
With Microsoft Teams, your school or institution can create collaborative
classrooms, connect in professional learning communities, communicate with
school staff, coordinate research across institutions or more easily facilitate
student life efforts like clubs or extracurricular activities – all from a single
experience in Office 365 for Education.
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FREE
FREIGHT

TOUCHLESS OPERATION. REDUCE THE SPREAD OF INFECTION

•
•
•
•

99.9999% Bacteria Reduction
Touchless, Motion-Activated Door
Rapid UV-C Technology Disinfects in just 30 Seconds
Convenient and Visible

FREE
FREIGHT

FREE
FREIGHT

PC Locs iQ Carts

Putnam Charging Station

(AVAILABLE IN 10, 20 & 30 OPTIONS)

(AVAILABLE IN 16 & 32 OPTIONS)

• Compatible with iPad, iPad mini, iPad Air
and other Tablet devices
• Sync and Charge up to 30 devices
• Equipped with the new 5 slot removable
Baskets
• Features a sliding top lid for quick and easy
access
• Lock the Cart down with the heavy duty
anchor kit

• Charges upto 16 iPad devices
simultaneously
• Color-coded, external charging status
displays
• Wall mountable and stackable
• Integrated mechanical combination lock
• Pre-wired with 8-16 MFi approved
lightning cables
• Fully welded steel construction

FREE
FREIGHT

PC Locs Carrier Cart

PC Locs Revolution Cart

Small/Large Baskets

Carrier Device Racks

(AVAILABLE IN 20, 30 & 40 OPTIONS)

(AVAILABLE IN 16 & 32 OPTIONS)

• Single soft closing sliding lid
• Secure two-point locking system
• Simultaneously charge up to 40 devices

• Charge, store, secure, transport
• External LED status display
• Two sided open design

Universal basket capable of accommodating a
wide range of mobile devices. iPads and Tablets
are just a few of many others that will fit in the
Carry Basket.

Designed for the Carrier 20 Cart, Carrier 30
Cart and the Carrier 40 Cart. The device racks
replace the Baskets and allow larger devices
to fit in the Carrier Carts.

CALL US ON 1300 860 816 FOR EDUCATION PRICING
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CALL US ON 1300 860 816 FOR EDUCATION PRICING
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Laser Charging Cart In 10 Bays Usb Port

TabCabby 32 Horizontal Compact
NOTEBOOK & TABLET CHARGING CABINET

• Sync all 10 devices while charging via the usb Port
• Built in fan to help keep charging devices cool
• Tamper-resistant, retracting door opens wide for
easy access
• Intelligent Sync and Charge
• Stackable up to 3 cabinets
• Suitable for phones and tablets

The TabCabby offers fast, flexible and simultaneous charging
with a programmable timer. Maximum security & safety is
guarenteed with dual point locking system and separate
lockable power compartment. It's easy to move with
ergonomic top handles, rounded corner bumpers and multidirectional non-marking wheels. The TabCabby offers silent
charging with unique ventilation system and a built-in heat
sensor shuts off power automatically if over-heating occurs.

LapCabby Lyte 16 Multi Door
Laser 30 Usb Port Charging Station

16-DEVICE STATIC AC CHARGING LOCKER FOR LAPTOPS,
TABLETS & CHROMEBOOKS UP TO 15"

The PW-CS30USB is a safe and easy way to charge,sync,
and secure up to 30 tablets. The trolley is constructed
with a combination of plastic and steel for durability and
strength.

The 'Lyte 16 Multi Door ' charges 16 devices up to 15"
screen size. It features individual charging compartments
that include access to a power socket and is secured with
a reprogrammable combination lock. There's a multi-layered
security system for users, admins and master code holders.
The LapCabby Lyte offers fast charging and ensures devices
are ready to go when you need them. It's built to last; with high
density materials, components and construction processes.

Laser Charging Cart In 32 Bays Usb Port
The PW-CC32USB is a safe and easy way to charge, sync
and secure up to 32 Tablets at once. This cost effective
solution is perfect for the current generation of classroom
devices with its easy to use slide out shelves and effortless
cable management.
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LapCabby Lyte 16 Single Door
16-DEVICE STATIC AC CHARGING CABINET FOR LAPTOPS,
TABLETS & CHROMEBOOKS UP TO 15"

The 'Lyte 16 Single Door charges 16 devices up to 15" screen
size. It features individual shelf compartments to store devices
horizontally within a compact footprint. The LapCabby Lyte
offers fast charging and ensures devices are ready to go when
you need them. It's built to last; with high density materials,
components and construction processes. Maximum security
& safety is guaranteed with a lock that includes a 7-pin
activation system & separate lockable power compartment
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ALOGIC Smartbox 14 Bay
NOTEBOOK & TABLET CHARGING CABINET

The ALOGIC Smartbox (SB-CT14BD) is a perfect solution
for charging up to 14 tablets or notebooks (up to 14” size)
at once. It is a fully secure solution with a 2-way locking
front door. The innovative Cable and Adaptor management
solution makes it easy for users to set up a neat and tanglefree storage environment.

Gilkon 30 Bay PC Vault Trolley
LCMT-30 WITH ECO SYSTEM

ALOGIC Smartbox 24 Bay
NOTEBOOK & TABLET CHARGING TROLLEY

The A perfect solution for syncing and charging iPads for
schools and businesses.
The ALOGIC Smartbox (SB-CT24B156) is a cost-effective,
safe and easy way to charge and secure up to 24 Notebooks,
Chromebooks or Tablets. Its rugged design combined
with the intelligent self-monitoring charging system makes
it a veritable workhorse in any classroom or training room
environment. The Smartbox features easy to access shelves
with cable management clips, accepts up 15.6' devices, sturdy
plastic dividers to separate each device, intelligent charging
system, durable and elegant design and many other design
innovations.

• Trolley will fit through a standard door
• Four swivel castors (2 with brakes)
• Top of the unit has a soft neoprene surface fitted for a work area
• Gilkon Eco System Power Management system is built-in
• One touch button to activate the patented safe start feature, staggering power supply to avoid
overloading circuit
• Power banks are factory fitted

ALOGIC Smartbox 14 Bay

• Single power cord for easy connection to power supply. If damaged, the power cord can be easily
replaced without need for technicians

NOTEBOOK & TABLET CHARGING CABINET

• Key lock front door with three anchor points for security

The ALOGIC Smartbox (SB-CT14BD) is a perfect solution
for charging up to 14 tablets or notebooks (up to 14” size)
at once. It is a fully secure solution with a 2-way locking
front door. The innovative Cable and Adaptor management
solution makes it easy for users to set up a neat and tanglefree storage environment.

• Separate storage area for power supplies with multiple shelves
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• Cushion bumpers for safety when moving trolley around
• Integrated ventilation grids to promote air flow
• 2 YEAR WARRANTY
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CALL US
FOR
PRICING

To become a truly 21st-century
educational institution, schools need
to adopt interactive whiteboards.
However, with a variety of solutions
on the market, it's a challenge to
choose the one that best fulfills
faculty and student needs: such as
ease of use, enhanced collaboration,
and seamless integration with your
school’s cloud environment.

Interactive Whiteboard

Accessories

Education technology provider BenQ has a range of interactive flat panel (IFP) solutions that tick every
box as well as resolve challenges you didn’t even know you had. Here we’ve gathered four unique
ways in which BenQ digital whiteboards enable your school’s digital transformation.

Logitech Crayon Digital iPad Pencil

Logitech Slim Folio iPad Keyboard Case

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

User-friendliness means
faculty and students adopt it

Proprietary software for
requires lower maintenance

Healthcare features enable a
healthier digital environment

Write, Draw, Create, and Learn
Tilt sensitivity for dynamic line weight
Palm rejection technology ignores stray touches
Up to 7.5 hrs of writing time on single charge

Type Mode, Sketch Mode, Read Mode
2 angles for typing, viewing, and sketching
Front and back protection
Home for logitech crayon or other digital pencils

Logitech R800 Presentation Remote

Logitech C930e Business Webcam

• Up to 30m effective range
• Green laser pointer
• Plug-and-play receiver

• Full HD 1080p video calling
• Hi-speed USB 2.0 certified
• Autofocus & 2 omni-directional mics

BenQ interactive
whiteboards are a full-on
cloud solution

CALL US TO ARRANGE A DEMO OR MORE INFORMATION
ON HOW IFPS CAN IMPROVE YOUR SCHOOLS DIGITAL LEARNING!
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Endless opportunities to be creative
and have fun while learning.

Already
have SPRK+?
Ask about the
Bolt Upgrade
Program

STEM Learning - Coding Robots

Osmo is changing the way students
collaborate, communicate, and create.

OSMO for School

Sphero BOLT Education 15 Pack + Power Pack

Osmo Classroom Kit - Genius Edition

• Charge, store, and carry Sphero BOLT robots... times 15.
• With more robots, a longer battery life (2+ continuous hours),
auto-aiming, and more, the BOLT Power Pack is the top of
the line kit for educators using the Sphero Edu program in a
classroom.

• Charge, store, and carry Sphero BOLT robots... times 15.
• With more robots, a longer battery life (2+ continuous hours),
auto-aiming, and more, the BOLT Power Pack is the top of
the line kit for educators using the Sphero Edu program in a
classroom.

Sphero BOLT Education 15 Pack

Osmo Coding Starter Kit

• The Sphero BOLT 15 pack contains everything you need
to get started. Teach robotics and the fundamentals of
programming, and then some.
• This special pack of 15 BOLT robots and charging cradles is
available exclusively to educators.

• The Osmo Classroom Kit is a premium kit for educators. It
includes an expansive collection of Osmo games that allow
students to explore science, maths and art. It encourages
visual thinking and creative problem-solving in a playful
hands-on way.

Sphero RVR Edu 5 Pack

Osmo New iPad Base + Mirror V2

• It includes 5 programmable RVRs so your class can enjoy
the ideal student-to-robot ratio. Work in groups to build
mobile projects, compete in a Hackathon, or deploy RVR’s IR
capabilities and experiment with bot-to-bot communication,
robot follow, and robot evade.

• With the new Osmo Base for iPad, your tablet can see and
react to actions in front of the screen, instantly.
• The new base updates include improved stability, increased
device compatibility plus it works in landscape mode!
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